
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
 
 

MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Kurow Harness Racing Club Inc at Oamaru Racecourse Date: Sunday, 3 August 2014 

Weather: Fine 

Track: Fast 
Rail: Not applicable 

Stewards: R Quirk (Chairman), S Wallis, S Renault 
Typist: K Jones 
 
 

General: 

Selected runners had blood samples taken for TC02 analysis. 
 
 

Supplementary: 

NZ Metro TC - Thursday 31st July 2014 

Race 8 - THE BREEDERS GOLDEN GIRLS (FINAL) MOBILE TROT 

When spoken to regarding the performance of VERY PERSUASIVE, driver M Williamson advised that the gelding had trotted 
roughly and hung inwards throughout. Mr Williamson added that the horse is more balanced in its gait when situated close to 
the marker line. 
 
 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: CLEOS A BADGIRL, ZACHARY BINX, NO EXCUSE MARAVU, BILLIES A STAR, BETTER KLIK, 
PROVOCATIVE PRINCE, WHOZIDEAWASTHIS, SARAH PALIN, PANTHEON 

Protests:               Nil 

Suspensions:               Nil 

Fines: Race     7 I Lee (FRANCO NATE) 
[Rule 869(2)(a)] Excessive use of Whip Fined $75.00. 

Judicial Warning: Race 3 T Lethaby (RUN TO HIDE) 
 [Rule 869(3)(b)] Careless Driving causing own horse to break. 

Warnings: Race     2 B Williamson (KYLIE CASTLETON) 
[Rule 869(4)] Attempting marginal run inside runners. 

 Race     3 S Golding (CHANGE THE RULZ) 
[Rule 868(3)] Ensure he drives horse out to the finish. 

 Race     5 S Ottley (THE EDGE OF REASON) 
[Rule 869(6)(b)(c)] Reminded to be more decisive when shifting ground outwards. 

 Race     5 M Purvis (LITTLE LION MAN) 
[Rule 868(3)] Ensure he drives horse out to the finish. 

 Race     8 B Williamson (PROVOCATIVE PRINCE) 
[Rule 864(2)(e)] Failed to notify non activation of gear. 

Bleeders:               Nil 

Horse Actions: Race     2 DUCHESSE DE L'AMOUR - Unruly Stands Trainers Request 

 Race     4 EXTREMO VELOCIDAD - Warned Mobiles 

 Race     6 SPIN DOCTOR - Veterinary Clearance Required 

 Race     7 THE PACMAN - Veterinary Clearance Received 

Medical Certificates:               Nil 

Driver Changes:               Nil 

Late Scratchings:               Nil 

Scratching Penalties: Ineligible from 04/08/2014 until 07/08/2014 inclusive (4 days): 
ZENA MAC, NATIVE CAESAR, STEAL A GRIN, MAYBE FLYIN, FRANCO REVEL, QUAINT GLEN, 



GRACIOUS STAR, PIPPA MIDDLETON, UNICO ROSE 

  

Ineligible from 04/08/2014 until 13/08/2014 inclusive (10 days): 
DROVER'S EYRE, SPENCER GORE, ONEDIN MACH 

  

Ineligible from 04/08/2014 until 31/08/2014 inclusive (28 days): 
SUNNIVUE BAY BOY 

 
 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 KEEP IT CLEAN FILLIES & MARES MOBILE PACE 

CLEOS A BADGIRL hung outwards in the score up and was slightly out of position at the start. 
FANTASY DREAM GIRL paced roughly through the early stages. 
Rounding the first turn LOVETODREAM struck several track markers. 
Approaching the 400 metres FANTASY DREAM GIRL paced roughly and broke losing its chance. 
LOVETODREAM and AMOUNIS both brushed pylons on the turn home. 
FERN FEVER hung inwards at the 150 metre mark becoming awkwardly placed close to the sulky of CLEOS A BADGIRL. 
BEAUTIFUL GIRL was inclined to hang inwards in the home straight. 
 

Race 2 COLLIE HILLS STUD/SOUTHERN WINES TROT 

DUCHESSE DE L'AMOUR broke at the start losing its chance. At the request of trainer N McGrath this mare was placed on the 
unruly for future standing starts. 
BOYZ LET LOOSE broke through the early stages settling at the rear of the field. 
Nearing the 1300 metres ZACHARY SMITH broke. 
WRESTLE POINT proceeded to tire from the 500 metres. 
On the home turn KYLIE CASTLETON broke when attempting a marginal run to the inside of OVERSTAYER losing its chance. 
When questioned regarding the breaking of KYLIE CASTLETON driver B Williamson advised that the mare had hung badly and 
run over pylons before breaking. Mr Williamson was issued with a warning under Rule 869(4) and advised that he must 
ensure sufficient room exists when attempting to improve his horse in the future. Mr Williamson further advised that gear 
changes would be made in order to correct KYLIE CASTLETON's hanging tendencies. 
BOYZ LET LOOSE broke with 200 metres to run. 
Driver C Harrison advised Stewards that he did not activate the removable deafeners on OVERSTAYER due to the gelding 
trotting roughly. 
 

Race 3 RURAL TRANSPORT PACE 

FRANCO THERON broke briefly at the start. 
CHANGE THE RULZ and KASHIN broke at the start with the latter inconveniencing ZIN ZAN. 
Rounding the final turn RUN TO HIDE (T Lethaby) was awkwardly placed behind FRANCO THERON (J Hay) before breaking 
after having its nearside fore leg caught between the wheel stay and the wheel of that runner. As a result Mr Lethaby 
(Assisted by S Lethaby) was issued with and admitted to a charge under Rule 869(3)(b) in that he drove carelessly at this 
stage of the race. After hearing all evidence tendered along with viewing available video footage the JCA issued Mr Lethaby 
with a Judicial warning. 
TYRON'S MISS MAC broke at the 400 metres. 
Junior driver S Golding (CHANGE THE RULZ) was reminded of his obligations to drive his horse to the line. 
 

Race 4 TWIZEL COMBINED SERVICES CLUB MOBILE PACE 

EXTREMO VELOCIDAD broke as the start was effected losing several lengths and again approaching the 1300 metres, with a 
warning being placed on this gelding's mobile barrier record. 
TINTED LIGHT broke shortly after the start losing its chance. 
MAGICAL MCGYVER over raced throughout. 
CAESAR'S QUEST was inclined to run outwards on the home turn with the trailing LIVURA changing ground to its inside to 
obtain clear running. 
 

Race 5 MURRAY JENKINS MEMORIAL PACE 



MUSTANG BULLITT and LITTLE LION MAN broke at the start. 
BILLIES A STAR over raced in the middle stages. 
Nearing the 2100 metres HIGHVIEW JIMMY was briefly forced to race wider on the track as THE EDGE OF REASON  (S Ottley) 
was angled off the markers to improve to the lead. After interviewing drivers S Ottley and J Dunn, Stewards were satisfied 
that Miss Ottley had commenced her move outwards marginally before Mr Dunn had reached her wheel. Miss Ottley was 
advised that she should be more decisive when shifting ground in future. 
Junior Driver M Purvis (LITTLE LION MAN) in the presence of Senior Driver D Dunn was reminded of his obligations to drive 
his horse to the line when in contention for a stake bearing placing. 
 

Race 6 PGG WRIGHTSON HANDICAP TROT 

SPIN DOCTOR and INDIANA JONES broke over the early stages with both of these runners losing considerable ground. 
Horseman B Orange dropped his foot momentarily when activating the removable gear on SUNOFLINDENNY. 
INDIANA JONES struck pylons when negotiating the bends. Driver C Thornley advised that this gelding was hanging 
throughout the race and proved difficult to control. 
SPIN DOCTOR was subject to a post-race veterinary examination that revealed an injury to its suspensory ligament with a 
veterinary clearance to be provided before the gelding's next race. 
 

Race 7 KUROW AUTO SERVICES PACE 

The required veterinary certificate for THE PACMAN was received. 
HOMEFORABUBBLY broke as the start was effected inconveniencing GOOD DEED. 
FACE THE FACTS and SCOTTY'S IMAGE were held up for clear racing room in the run home. 
Stewards requested a veterinary examination of FRANCO NATE after it appeared to be lame in its action which revealed no 
abnormalities. 
Junior Driver I Lee in the presence of Senior Driver C Thornley admitted a breach of Rule 869(2)(a) in that she used her whip 
in an excessive manner in the home straight while driving FRANCO NATE. The JCA after viewing the films and hearing penalty 
submissions fined Miss Lee the sum of $75. 
 

Race 8 WILBUR-ELLIS NZ JUNIOR DRIVERS PACE 

JUST NED, ZAKSPATROL and MACHS A FLYIN all broke when the start was effected. 
THAT GUY FINN was inclined to hang inwards when racing around the bends. 
SPIRIT OF CHRONOS improved wide in the middle stages and was caught wide without cover until the 700 metres when the 
gelding commenced to weaken. 
With 400 metres to run FRANCO TIAGO commenced to weaken resulting in CANNDEW being badly held up for a 
considerable distance. 
Driver B Williamson did not activate the removable earplugs on the winner PROVOCATIVE PRINCE due to having the field 
covered. Stewards placed a warning against the record of Mr Williamson for not advising Stewards of this at his earliest 
convenience under Rule 864(2)(e). 
 

Race 9 CROWE HORWATH KUROW CUP (HANDICAP PACE) 

WHOZIDEAWASTHIS, FRANCO HARRINGTON, MOTU SPEEDY STAR and BETTER TO BE BAD broke momentarily as the start 
was effected. 
FRANCO HARRINGTON was obliged to race wide through the early stages. 
BERLUSCONI was held up for room in the home straight with Driver J Dunn advising that he was not afforded the opportunity 
to activate the removable gear on this gelding. 
CAPTAIN PEACOCK was held up for room in the home straight. 
Stewards investigated a perceived breach of the push out rule near the 2000 metres when GIVETHEJOBTOBARNSY was 
momentarily forced wider on the track after CAPTAIN PEACOCK had improved outwards. After hearing from drivers R Todd 
(CAPTAIN PEACOCK) and J Versteeg (GIVETHEJOBTOBARNSY), Stewards were satisfied that Mr Todd had commenced his 
outwards movement prior to GIVETHEJOBTOBARNSY reaching his sulky wheel. Accordingly no further action was deemed 
necessary. 
CAPTAIN PEACOCK sustained a punctured sulky tyre when improving to the lead with 1700 metres to run. Driver R Todd was 
shown a replay and reminded of his obligations to be clear when shifting ground. 
 

Race 10 G K FYFE TROT 



DREAM BIG, HELLAVAHANOVER and LITTLE BRO broke at the start. 
MIRI broke at the 800 metres. 
DREAM BIG was held up over the concluding stages. 
INNES BOYZ broke late in the home straight. 
Authorisation of third placing being awarded to LITTLE BRO was withheld until Stewards were satisfied that this gelding had 
not been in breach of the breaking horse regulations when galloping in the early stages of the race. 
 

Race 11 JOHNSON GLUYAS TRACTORS MOBILE PACE 

SZYBKA BRAT was forced wide when attempting to improve at the 600 metres before weakening in the home straight. 
DAUGHTRY BROMAC hung outwards at the 800 metres and through the back straight. 
 

 


